Terms and Conditions

Important Information
This website is owned and operated by Wolfs Artwork
for Cheese Kid® on behalf of Cheese Kid®.

1. Accuracy and Contract
Cheese Kid® and Wolfs Artwork cannot guarantee the accuracy of information given on this
site or any of its printed or electronic publications. Specifications and any text or prices are
indications for information purposes only. The information given is not intended to form the
basis of any contract. Any contract made is subject to our Standard Terms and Conditions.

2. Copyright & Trademark
1. All materials and information on the site are the intellectual property of Cheese Kid® and
Wolfs Artwork with their respective owners. Images, Emoticons & others are copyright to
their respective owners, including any images created by Cheese kid® and Wolfs Artwork.
2. Cheese Kid® text and image Logo are registered trademarks. Any use is prohibited &
license to use Cheese Kid® text or image logo must be obtained and authorised before used
directly from Cheese Kid® or Wolfs Artwork.

3. Jurisdiction and Law
This site is intended for the use of customers in the United Kingdom and elsewhere. It was
created and is operated according to the laws of England. Any disputes will be subject to
exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of England and to the laws of England.

4. Links (weblinks)
On this site you may be offered web links to other sites operated by parties other than
Cheese Kid®. The inclusion of any link to such site/s does not imply endorsement by Wolfs
Artwork or Cheese Kid® of the sites or the services or products offered on such sites. We
have not fully reviewed the sites which may be linked to this site and are not responsible for
the content or accuracy of any off-site pages or any other sites linked.

5. Severability
If any of these terms and conditions become or are declared to be illegal or otherwise
unenforceable by any Court of competent jurisdiction such terms shall be deemed deleted
(to the extent necessary) and all remaining terms shall remain in full force and effect.

6. Limitation of Liability
Cheese Kid® or Wolfs Artwork does not accept any liability for use of its sites or linked sites
to or from this website (Cheese Kid®) (Including not accepting any liability for death and
personal injury) resulting from your access and use of the site, its products or services.

7. Data Protection
Any personal information gathered from the website is not sold on to third parties unless
Cheese Kid® doesn’t know about it. i.e. any hackers or spam obtaining access to any site or
web links to which Cheese Kid® and Wolfs Artwork has no control over.

8. Cookies Policy
1. A cookie is a small data file that is written to your hard drive, when you visit websites that
use them. The file can hold information such as, a user ID that the site uses to track the
pages you've visited, but the only personal information a cookie can hold is information you

supply. It can’t read data off your hard disk, or read cookie files created by other sites. Some
parts of the Cheese Kid® use cookies to remember pages and simply speed up the site. It
does not correlate this information, with data about individual users, nor does it share this
information or sell it to any third party.
2. To our knowledge you do not need to have cookies turned on, to use any area of the
website Cheese Kid® or Wolfs Artwork. If you prefer not to receive them, you can set your
browser to warn you before accepting them or to completely turn them off.
3. Any information collected about you will not be used in any service you might request and
secondly improve how, as a company, we may be able to serve you and we will do this by
making appropriate use of the information. Should Cheese Kid® or Wolfs Artwork have
collected information about you it will simply be deleted and you will be notified by email if
we have an email address for you should this be the case
4. The information you supply is stored in our database and used to improve customer
service, marketing and communications. From time to time we may contact you with
information about products and services we think may be of interest to you. You have the
right as an individual to find out what information we hold about you and to make corrections
if necessary – you also have the right to ask us not to use the information supplied in a
certain way. Any other information stored through web links or links from Cheese Kid® and
Wolfs Artwork websites, we have no control over and you will need to contact that website to
obtain your rights regarding any information you have supplied via their website.

9. Your Safety
1. Instructions or rules are for use as a guide only including the purchase and use of any
garments or merchandise, Cheese Kid® and Wolfs Artwork cannot be held responsible if
you sustain any injury or illness from using its products, services or following a guide through
this website.
2. For any information, questions or to report (in your opinion) misconduct of the site you can
contact Wolfs Artwork via email at: info@wolfsartwork.co.uk or contact Cheese Kid® directly
by email at: info@cheesekid.co.uk or by filling in the contact form by clicking here.

10. Games, Publications, other Services
1. Cheese Kid® games within the site are installed from a third party gaming site and
therefore cannot be liable for any problems occurring within your device whilst playing or
viewing a game. Cheese Kid® has the right to remove any game at any time without notice.
If you feel a at anytime a game is not of the correct nature in which Cheese Kid® has be
designed for please get in touch so we can remove or change the game.
2. Publications within Cheese Kid® website are for use as a guide only unless stated at that
present time alongside any author information. Media services and education services may
be offered from time to time for helping with any projects and any cost’s being charged for
this by Cheese Kid® are admin running costs only unless stated at that time. Cheese Kid®
Recipes are for a guide only and advice must be obtained if you are unsure how to follow a
recipe guide or its instructions.

11. Purchasing of Products, CK Shop services
1. Cheese Kid® may offer products for purchasing within its online shop (CK Shop) and
reserves the right to change any product colours, designs, size and material without prior
notice to obtain good product and service delivery standards set within its self. All product
images are for illustrative purposes only with all products sourced are manufactured to EU
standards when supplied by suppliers, again with any additions or modifications being made
to products on behalf of Cheese Kid® meet EU Standards. Cheese Kid® respects your
purchasing rights and offers a returns policy with a 14 day cooling off period giving you the
option to return certain items or products as not required without any damage or damaged
caused in transit on return which will be open to investigation and discretion to which must
be met by the guide lines set out by Cheese Kid®. Returns must be notified to Cheese Kid®
within 7 days of receipt of the product/s and the reason for wishing to return any item/s.
Once returned and quality checked against pre-dispatch inspection details if a refund is
authorised this may take up to 7-10 working days to process.
2. The name and Logo CK Shop has been created and solely designed for an online shop
within Cheese Kid® and does not associate or affiliate with products or services offered by
any other company using the term CK Shop.
3. For general sales and purchasing enquires please email: sales@cheesekid.co.uk
4. To notify of any return please email: returns@cheesekid.co.uk

12. Mission, Development, Aim
1. Cheese Kid® intends no offense to any persons within its website or any services offered
or products purchased. Cheese Kid® try’s to support many campaigns for improving the
lives of people hoping they can achieve better living conditions, environments and helpful
advice where possible to ensure a better quality of life for everyone. Where Cheese Kid®
may not initially be supporting a campaign psychically it endeavours to show support through
its website in hope of educating and improving everyone’s way of life. Many of the Cheese
Kid® services offered are free to use with any help and advice offered freely.
2. Cheese Kid® is also on a mission to support children using online social networks and
other online services with web links to official body’s offering services within these areas.
Cheese Kid® is passionate about protecting children online while using its website and any
other online services where it can help to prevent such incidents from occurring.
3. Cheese Kid® will never directly to a child ask or request any details relating to a child’s
address, photo/s or telephone number and does not keep any information related to a child
entering or wining the competitions it promotes. Once the winner is contacted via the email
address entered upon entering the competition, to which their parent or guardian must
telephone to provide the address details using the telephone number provided in the
contacting email, once all prizes have been dispatched within 24 hours this information is
erased with only a name being displayed on the winner’s page which can be requested that
this is not to be displayed should this be your request.
4. We would like to thank you for visiting Cheese Kid® and we hope it has been and
continues to be beneficial to you and everyone who visits.

What would you like to do now?
Visit

…Get your cool Hoodie or T-shirt….Click here

Visit

Gallery…….…Click here to view

Return to Cheese Kid…….. Click here

